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Red Engine

• Red Engine are the team behind the award-winning 

global brands Flight Club and Electric Shuffle. We're 

obsessed with disrupting the hospitality industry by 

creating and delivering the best possible experiences

• We are an end-to-end in-house development team, 

collaborating to build new concepts, breath-taking 

venues, new games and joyous content. We build venues 

that have their own beautiful personalities, peerless 

experience and earn outrageous loyalty from anyone 

looking for that perfect moment with friends

• Red Engine’s ambition is to redefine moments with 

friends, taking traditional games, and injecting 

technology and a unique customer experience within a 

beautiful setting has created two very distinct and 

aspirational award-winning brands

• We currently have 8 UK venues under direct ownership 

and 2 in USA under an established franchise partnership. 

In addition, we have franchise partners in Australia and 

Ireland with Flight Clubs opening in these jurisdictions in 

2021/22

• We have won numerous awards and our customer 

reviews on every platform are 5 Star

RED ENGINE - INTRODUCTION
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Flight Club and Electric Shuffle 

• Flight Club and Electric Shuffle are built around proprietary 

technology, the business has developed a range of fast 

and exciting multiplayer games, set in breath-taking bars 

with outstanding food and drinks

• Unlike traditional activity bars, the venues are first and 

foremost a great bar and kitchen, attracting people 

throughout the day irrespective of the activity because of 

the service, interior design, lighting and atmosphere 

coupled with great food and drink as opposed to simply 

turning up to consume the activity

• Semi-private playing areas provide space for guests to  

socialise. The activity is designed and continuously 

innovated for the non dart or shuffleboard player so 

anyone can play, and anyone can win. There are lots of 

fun games, action replays and tournament technology 

powered by our proprietary and patented technology 

creating the social interaction, engagement bringing the 

atmosphere and theatre to the venues

• Whatever your age or gender or wherever you are in the 

world people want to eat drink and play. It’s not about 

the popularity of darts or shuffleboard that matters but it’s 

about optimising every element of the concept and them 

working in unison

RED ENGINE: INTRODUCING FLIGHT CLUB AND ELECTRIC SHUFFLE 
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Flight Club is the multi-award-winning birthplace of Social Darts, bringing unexpected, ridiculous, joy to customers in breath-

taking venues. Flight Club offers a super-charged social gaming experience like no other, with multi-player games set in 

private and semi-private playing areas, housed in a breath-taking bar, serving delicious food and amazing bespoke 

cocktails. Every part of Flight Club has been developed with our guests in mind and we look after them from start to finish

FLIGHT CLUB - INTRODUCTION 
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What is Social Darts?

Social Darts is darts, but revolutionised. By that we mean 

we’ve taken the traditional game, and developed a 

unique multi-player, technology driven experience, which 

allows guests of any ability to have an incredible time 

playing one of our ingeniously adapted games

FLIGHT CLUB - INTRODUCTION 
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Who Visits?

Whether its friends catching up, a work social, a 
teambuilding day out with a difference, a full venue 
takeover for a product launch, or simply toasting Tuesday, 
Flight Club is the perfect social setting for groups from 6-
600. To date more than 150 million darts have been thrown 
by over 2.5m people
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We house Social Darts in beautiful, bespoke venues which celebrate the heritage of darts with our own twist, in a dramatic,

eye-catching setting, no two venues are the same. At Flight Club we’re keen to acknowledge our heritage whilst giving it a

modern twist: throughout our venues you will find salutes to the origin of darts, from the fairground and British pub, with

cocktails served in tankards, beautiful custom murals, stained glass windows and darts memorabilia which all celebrate

where Social Darts has come from. Dependent on the opportunity and location, venue size can be flexible between 4,500

square foot to 12,000 square foot

FLIGHT CLUB – THE VENUES
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Award winning Electric Shuffle is Surprisingly competitive, Delightfully immersive and Outrageously thrilling. Puck by glorious 

puck, our engineers of fun will ensure every element of our guests’ visit is taken care of, forging a social experience they’ll 

never forget. With multi-player games in an amphitheatre of joy of private and semi-private areas, Electric Shuffle provides a 

unique social setting

ELECTRIC SHUFFLE - INTRODUCTION 
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What is Shuffleboard at Electric Shuffle?

We have taken a lightening rod to the traditional game of 

Table Shuffleboard, and developed a unique multi-player, 

technology driven experience, which allows guests of any 

ability to have an incredible time playing one of our 

ingeniously adapted games

ELECTRIC SHUFFLE - INTRODUCTION
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Who Visits?

From friends at the weekend, to work socials, 

teambuilding days or after work drinks, 

Electric Shuffle provides unforgettable 

experiences for groups from 6-350
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Electric Shuffle expertly blends science and creativity, functional with the beautiful, offering a thrilling backdrop for an 

experience like no other. It’s packed with exciting gameplay, stunning bars and hidden to discover. From bespoke control 

panels, to turbines and multi-coloured wheels, at each turn our customers’ curiosity is peaked. This isn’t without forgetting the 

dramatic shuffleboards; the amphitheatres of joy. With copper piping to outline the setting, and lights to flash for the 

respective team, our guests are captivated throughout their experience 

ELECTRIC SHUFFLE – THE VENUES
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RED ENGINE - CUSTOMER PROFILE
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• Flight Club and Electric Shuffle are first and foremost a credible award-winning bar and kitchen. This coupled with a large

portfolio of products appeals to a large mixed demographic and facilitates all day/week trading, which results in long

dwell times and high spend per head

• From a Social Darts or Shuffleboard perspective, we appeal to the customer that is keen to try something different; drinks

in the pub don’t cut it anymore. Corporate B2B looking to socialise, team build and impress clients and colleagues alike

and B2C who are either just popping in for some lunch, a drink, to enjoy brunch or an occasion to celebrate.

• We’ve helped celebrate birthdays, promotions, engagements, and even baby showers and see a strong mix of male to

female customers, with a 50:50 ratio

• But whatever our customers are celebrating, it’s in a fun group who expect a fantastic experience, and as a result

become our best ambassadors. Our venues Net Promoter Score is consistently 80+ Benchmark UK F&B 35
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Food and Drink

• Our approach to food and drink is simple: great tasting and 
shareable. Whether it’s our mouth-watering lunch menu, or 
our canapés, everything is carefully considered to leave a 
great taste and memory

• Lighter or larger plates, sharers, meaty or veggie, gluten 
free and vegan – there’s plenty of culinary treats to choose 
from to spark the interest and delight of every guest who 
steps into our venue

• Whether our customers are serious about spirits, cocktail 
connoisseurs or like us, just love an occasion to pop open 
the fizz – our magnificent drinks menu has covered it all

RED ENGINE - FOOD AND DRINK AND OUR WONDERFUL VENUE TEAMS
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Family

• Our staff are the heart and soul of the venues. They make the 
experience what it is

• We make sure that we support and nurture them in their roles 
so that they truly feel a part of the Family

• The venues have 5* reviews and more than 80% of our 
customers said they would be likely or highly likely to 
recommend us to a friend. This simply wouldn’t be possible 
without our fantastic team

• They help to create the atmosphere that keeps our 
customers coming back again and again
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Red Engine is led by a passionate and committed senior management team and supported by a highly experienced board of directors 
who provide rigorous & effective governance

RED ENGINE - EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP
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Senior Management Team Non-Executive Directors

Ross Shepley-Smith | CFO

• Joined Red Engine in Sep-17

• Strong financial background 

developed through banking career

• Leads all financial, legal and 

compliance matters for the business

• Formerly: Director at Credit Suisse & 

Barclays Capital

Dustin Acton | COO

• Joined Red Engine in Jun-15

• Brings vast hospitality knowledge 

with 20+ years’ industry experience

• Oversees all venue management 

and operations, as well as UK roll-

out

• Formerly: General Manager for 

TCG, Stonegate, Marston’s & 

Fuller’s

Steve Moore | Co-Founder & CEO

• Co-founded Red Engine in 2015

• Strong background in project 

management and brand 

development

• Responsible for the innovation and 

strategic development of Flight Club 

& Electric Shuffle

• Formerly: Trader at Starmark

Paul Barham | Co-Founder & 

CDO

• Co-founded Red Engine in 2015

• 20 years’ financial services and 

team management experience 

• Responsible for international 

development and partnerships

• Formerly: Client Manager at 

Cazenove, Canaccord & 

Stonehage Fleming

Jane O’Riordan | Chairman

• Joined Red Engine board in Jan-19

• 20 years’ leisure experience, 

growing brands such as Nando’s, 

PZE & GBK

• Other chairman roles at Turtle Bay 

and Caravan Restaurants

• Formerly: MD of Yellowwoods, 

Group Strategy Director at Nando’s

Jason Dale | Technical Director

• Developed Flight Club’s patented 

technology as external consultant 

before joining Red Engine in Oct-16

• Leads new product development & 

commercialisation of technology

• Formerly: Project leadership roles with 

NASA & Bloodhound

Manjit Dale | Investor Director

• Led £8m equity investment in Jul-18

• Founding partner of TDR Capital

• 30 years’ PE experience, investing 

in leading leisure brands including 

David Lloyd, Stonegate & 

PizzaExpress

• Formerly: PE roles at Deutsche 

Bank, Bankers Trust, Rothschild & 3i

Key ExperienceKey Experience
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Following outstanding success of our USA partnership and new partnerships in Australia and Ireland, Red Engine are looking

for strong franchise partners to bring Flight Club and Electric Shuffle to new international markets to compliment our existing

business and partners

THE INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY - INTRODUCTION
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Flight Club and Electric shuffle are market leaders in large and growing market that has universal appeal. Strong site economics coupled 
with an established infrastructure, has delivered a proven business model, generating an exceptional return on investment and long-
term sustainable growth

THE INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY – VALUE PROPOSITION
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Site Economics 

Multiple revenue drivers create all day/all week
trading. The high sales density due to the
configuration, occupancy & spend, alongside
strong cost control generate EBITDA 35%+

Proven Business model

Exceptional site economics and an experienced
and knowledgeable Red Engine team has
delivered a proven business model in both the UK
and USA

Venue Design Process

Red Engine Venue Development team have the in-
house capability to provide the GA Plan, FOH
Advanced Interior and Venue Dressers creating
considerable partner cost savings

Leaders in a Large & Growing Market

Flight Club and Electric Shuffle are market leaders
in the rapidly growing social leisure market
underpinned by cultural trends & demand for
unique experiences

Return on Investment

The business model is proven to deliver exceptional
returns on investment allowing long term sustainable
business growth both nationally and internationally

Robust & Scalable Technology

Continuous innovation and a proven ability to scale
& upgrade technology and support international
partners. Robust technology ecosystem with multi-
venue scalability

Training and Support

A value driven, passionate & committed team with
the capacity and proven expertise to collaborate
and deliver a consistent and exceptional training
and support to partners

Universal Appeal

Whatever your age, gender or location people
want to eat drink and play. It’s not about the
popularity of darts or shuffleboard that matters but
all elements working in unison
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In collaborating and working with all our international partners for over 3 years, we have a proven infrastructure and an

online bible of Technology, guidelines and training, creating a valuable blueprint for growth both nationally and

internationally. These are utilised both pre- and post- open and have been operationally since 2018 and are kept regularly

updated

THE INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY - TECHNOLOGY, GUIDELINES AND TRAINING
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Flight Club and Electric Shuffle has a track record of delivering strong financial performance, driven by first-class site 

economics. Return on Investment generates long-term value for shareholders demonstrated by the growth in the Red Engine 

and our USA partner’s venues. Proposition is shown in £ GBP to give a generic investment introduction

THE INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY - INVESTMENT PROPOSITION
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Performance Snapshot – 8,500 sq. ft. UK and USA Flagship*

Fees and Investment

The Fee Structure is designed to be transparent 

and equitable and is replicated across all our 

partnerships to maximise our partners ROI

• Minimum initial investment: £3m+ dependent on 

size and site complexity. Return on Investment 2-

3 years

• Franchise Fee: the jurisdiction/exclusivity fee is a 

derivative of the opportunity and the initial set-

up costs

• Opening Fee: comprehensively supported by 

Red Engine every step of the way pre- and post-

open

• Royalty Fee: first class service, 24/7 support and 

product and brand innovation

*Historic performance no guarantee of future performance 

£GBP %

Revenue

Drink 3,701,000 67%

Food 1,055,100 19%

Activity 761,400 14%

5,517,500 100%

Cost

Cost of Sales 990,500 18%

Labour 1,343,800 24%

Fixed costs 500,900 9%

Variable costs 460,500 8%

3,295,700 60%

EBITDA 2,221,800 40%
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We are looking for strong partners to franchise both Flight Club Darts and Electric Shuffle in key global markets to 

complement our existing business and international partners. In a partner we are looking for the following;

Either;

• Multi-site operator: A proven and credible multi-site operator of a brand, delivering a premium Food and Beverage 

operation

• Private Equity: Private Equity or corporate business with operational capability

• Entrepreneur: An industry veteran/entrepreneur with the track record to build a team and raise the capital

In addition;

• Track Record: track record of success with excellent customer reviews

• Central Team: an experienced and reputable management/leadership team 

• Local Knowledge: strong local knowledge and expertise

• Capital: access to funding to maximise opportunities 

• Property: access to property opportunities and a pipeline

• People: a proven people and values driven operator 

• Experienced Franchise operator: experience operating an international partnership, collaborating and working within 
guidelines is helpful but not a pre-requisite 

THE INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY – WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU
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THANK YOU
Paul Barham

Founder and CDO

paul@red-engine.com

+44 7941 324670

mailto:paul@flightclubdarts.com

